
1001 +VAT Low level beige upholstered button back 
sofa on black plinth type base

1002 +VAT Low level beige upholstered button back 
sofa on black plinth type base

1003 +VAT Modern light grey sofa on brushed chrome 
tapered supports upholstered in button back 
finish

1004 Pink suede upholstered dining chair on chrome 
tapered supports

1005 2 small chairs in blue velvet material

1006 Hand made Afghan rug (206 x 160cm)

1007 Hand made Hamadan tribal rug (150 x 103cm)

1008 Metal framed entertainment stand with glass 
surface and 3 hardwood finish drawers below

1009 Long black and light wood wall unit with 2 
cupboards, 3 drawers and open shelving space

1010 Poole Pottery bowl in orange glaze

1011 Metal coat and hat stand in mid century style

1012 Tall fluted crystal glass with pink haze effect, 
marked Dartington Crystal

1013 Cupboard with 2 sliding doors

1014 Modern light oak sideboard with 4 central 
drawers and 2 cupboards

1015 Modern hardwood finish single drawer bedside

1016 +VAT Boxed Där Lighting Group, Wellington 
table lamp in satin chrome

1017 Reproduction brass inlaid camphor campaign 
writing chest

1018 Collection of walking and hiking sticks

1019 Honey oak dresser

1020 Collection of watches to include Sekonda, 
Rotary, Seiko, Gucci, Limit, etc. (all untested); 
together with 1 gilded coin pendant/medallion

1021 Collection of First Day, Commemorative & 
Souvenir covers incl. RAF related and football 
related stamps

1022 2 small wooden drawer units together with a 
wooden desk top chest

1023 Tall wooden bookcase

1024 Blue painted pair of single drawer night stands 
with decorative drawer fronts plus 2 tier similar 
occasional table

1025 Small circular 2 tier black metal framed 
occasional table

1026 Pair of 6 branch wrought metal ceiling light 
candelabras

1027 Rectangular honey oak dining table

1028 Large indoor picnic style table with 2 benches

1029 2 suede effect dining chairs

1030 Two x 2 seater sofas in cream striped pattern

1031 Large multi coloured rug in mainly blue and pink

1032 2 dining chairs in brown leather effect

1033 Indoor picnic style dining table with 2 bench 
seats

1034 Indoor picnic style dining table with 2 bench 
seats

1035 Leather effect bench seat in green

1036 Brown leather effect bench seat

1037 Pine buffet counter with 3 drawers and 2 
cupboards

1038 2 decorative fire dogs

1039 Modern table lamp with cream shade plus 
converted oil lamp

1040 Folding artist's easel and framed and glazed 
print of fox (ltd. ed. no. 17/300) signed in pencil 
by the artist, K. Brown

1041 Grey cloth pouffe

1042 Mirrored desk with 3 drawers either side and 1 
drawer in the middle

1043 Hardwood trunk in a woven finish

1044 Wooden TV entertainment stand

1045 Digeridoo

1046 +VAT 2 large free standing metal open backed 
shelving units

1047 Large wooden wall unit with 4 drawers and 2 
cupboards below, 2 glass cabinets above and 2 
shelves

1048 Rubberwood rectangular dining table on turned 
bleach supports

1049 Nest of tables by G-Plan

1050 Free standing display unit with cupboard to base

1051 +VAT Modern black cupboard with black and 
ivory coloured mosaic door fronts and gilt 
handles

1052 Glass effect lamp shade with orange shade

1053 Tall standard lamp with 2 spotlights
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1054 Hand made wool and silk Tabriz rug (228 x 
143cm)

1055 Beige fabric corner sofa

1056 Copper coal/ wood fire box

1057 Small light oak effect square dining table on 
black metal frame with 4 stools

1058 Pine side table with drawer, the bottom half 
painted in white

1059 Coffee table with marble effect top and metal 
supports

1060 Modern white demilune side table with free 
standing shelf

1061 2 bookcases

1062 Chest of 2 over 3 drawers together with small 
cupboard

1063 3 matching table lamps with white/ ivory 
coloured shades

1064 Modern light oak effect dining table

1065 Captain style office chair

1066 Set of green grocers scales, marked J & A 
Harrison

1067 The Beatles inspired side table with markings in 
reference to Sergeant Pepper's Lonely Hearts 
Club Band

1068 Long picnic type hardwood finish dining bench 
with 2 matching benches

1069 2 side tables together with a small table

1070 +VAT Fire Vida Buxton companion set with 
Home Vida metal garment rack in stainless steel

1071 +VAT Hall runner by Briton, 2 ft by 8 ft

1072 Hand made Hamadan runner (193 x 72cm)

1073 Kitchen stool in cream

1074 Small painted pine side table with undershelf

1075 Set of balance scales with weights

1076 Set of 6 wooden dining chairs with upholstered 
seats

1077 Wooden chest of 4 drawers

1078 Small white shelving unit together with a white 
kallax style shelving unit

1079 Metal and wood effect side shelving unit

1080 Infant's high chair

1081 White coffee table

1082 Side storage unit with 6 drawers and 2 
cupboards below 
£80-120

1083 2 coal scuttles

1084 Set of 5 figurines to include a Leonardo 
Collection 'US State Marshall', 2004, the others 
by Soul Journeys 'Masai'

1085 A wooden whatnot

1086 Fine handmade Persian Bijar rug (162 x 105cm.)

1087 Circular wooden dining table

1088 +VAT Chrome framed easy chair with pink 
metallic upholstered seat and back cushions

1089 Poul Hundevd inspired mid-century set of 5 teak 
nesting tables

1090 Modern inspired desk with a tempered glass top 
and 3 drawers below 
£10-20

1091 Glass topped dining table on metal support

1092 +VAT 4 folding dining chairs (varying states of 
condition)

1093 Small hall unit with 3 drawers

1094 4 pine wood book cases

1095 Foldable display shelving unit

1096 Paraffin lamp

1097 Satin wood 3 drawer dressing chest with 
bevelled mirror over

1098 Stag bedroom suite comprising dressing unit 
with matching stool and low boy

1099 Edwardian mahogany wardrobe with bevelled 
mirrored central door and single drawer to base

1100 Edwardian mahogany wardrobe with bevelled 
mirrored central door and single drawer to base

1101 Circular pine effect dining table

1102 3 albums of cigarette/trade cards (mostly Silk 
cards) of military, flowers birds, flags, sport 
personalities, butterflies etc.

1103 Beech finish nursery storage unit

1104 2 modern white nursery book stands

1105 Suite of dark oak furniture including 2 single 
door cabinets and a 3 tier stand

1106 Mahogany dressing chest with 2 drawers over 
single long drawer and bevelled mirror over

1107 Chest of 3 drawers with white decorative front
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1108 Small cupboard with shelf and 2 cupboards 
below

1109 Small light wood effect chest of 3 drawers

1110 Small hardwood coffee/side table

1111 Ikea Alex 6 drawer unit

1112 JVL fire side log basket

1113 Mid century teak drop side dining table

1114 Large banded trunk by Birch Foundation (Three 
Ply Compressed)

1115 Large infant's cot together with a child's travel 
cot

1116 Black computer height adjustable desk (nb. no 
PSU)

1117 Pink hall runner/rug

1118 Oak side table with single deep drawer with 
modern light oak single drawer side table

1119 Boxed boucle headrest

1120 Memphis Oak TV stand, boxed

1121 Wooden hall unit with 2 drawers

1122 Green suede upholstered easy chair

1123 Wooden framed easy chair upholstered in a 
natural finish

1124 Large woven log basket

1125 Mirrored finish side table with 2 drawers

1126 Handmade Turkish runner

1127 Persian woolen kilin

1128 Multicoloured rug

1129 Early 20th century school desk with integral seat

1130 Grey upholstered foot stool

1131 Light grey button back upholstered head board

1132 Unassembled metal double bed frame with 
wooden slats

1133 Small wood effect side table with set of 2 nests 
of glass and black metal effect tables

1134 Set of 5 school style vintage dining chairs

1135 Set of 4 various style stools and 1 dining chair

1136 Modern folding desk

1137 Old hand made Persian Qashqai rug

1138 Handmade Persian kilim rug

1139 Set of retro irons, kettles and other items

1140 Large decorative rug

1141 Tall white slim wardrobe with 3 various style 
bedside cabinets

1142 Large 3 door wardrobe

1143 +VAT Camden caddy area rug collection (160 x 
214cm)

1144 +VAT Camden rug (160 x 214cm)

1145 +VAT Camden rug (160 x 214cm)

1146 Round extending kitchen table with tile effect top 
plus 4 chairs

1147 +VAT Centeno Collection rug (200 x 274cm)

1148 +VAT Large multicoloured rug

1149 +VAT Silent Night Geltex rolled double mattress 
(to fit 135cm wide bed)

1150 Ornate gold coloured convex mirror

1151 Ornately framed and glazed Pears Soap 
advertisement depicting young boy playing 
cricket

1152 4 framed pictures incl. 'boy playing cricket' (from 
Pears Advert), 'Girl posting a letter', 'Garden 
scene' and wood relief tribal scene

1153 2 pictures incl. seaside scene by Richard Tuff 
and coastal scene signed by the artist

1154 Various items incl. 3 wall mounted clocks, 
blackboard, young lady in prom dress on fabric 
canvas, and large gold coloured framed mirror

1155 Framed map by Gerard Mikata of the Lothian 
region, Scotland with oil on board of Caribbean 
scene by Duck Rovio and oil on canvas entitled 
'Mallard in Flight' by Edward Worci

1156 3 framed decorative Oriental silk screens

1157 Print of Monet picture titled 'Nympheas' with 
Monet print of bridge over the pond at his 
gardens plus gold coloured framed bevelled 
mirror

1158 Framed and glazed Sandringham Meet hunting 
print

1159 2 framed images of elephants and camels with 
people travelling, 2 other landscapes and 
drawing of farm buildings and fallen elms in 
Fifield (appears to be limited edition, 1975 
bearing signature 'R. A. Zebas' (unchecked)

1160 Coca-Cola advertising mirror in brown frame

1161 Clip framed poster of Ferarri 328GTB
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1162 6 images incl. print of 'The Laughing Cavalier' by 
Franz Hals, picture of 'Bedford Bridge' by 
Thelma Mark, 1989, 'Woodland scene', 'The 
Toast' by Richard Jachs, village scene and 
picture of a watermill by P. Lovey (unconfirmed)

1163 Collection of 7 pictures incl. 1 of fighting hares, 2 
of ducks in flight, countryside scene, picture of 
winter woodland scene, painting of birds in flight 
above country scene by K. Sander and a 
woodland scene with birds in flight

1164 Collection of 4 framed items incl. 'Eastern 
Arabian Peninsula From Space', large silk titled 
'Souvenir de France', large mid century by 
Rosslyn and lace print of church

1165 Light grey painted mirror

1166 Set of framed Martin Lehman cat posters

1167 Gilt coloured ornate wall mirror

1168 Shelf containing various collectible 
commemorative coins to include Winston 
Churchill, Diana and Charles, County police 
badge, 2 white metal pocket watches with 
various hall markings to include 1 marked J.W. 
Benson, London

1169 Acoustic guitar

1170 Hiscox black hard shelled soft lined cello case

1171 Various Royal Worcester chinaware together 
with other chinaware

1172 Box containing a Thomas Germany dinnerware 
set

1173 Box containing various vintage and digital 
cameras to include Nikon, Kodak, Olympus, 
Cannon, etc

1174 New Home sewing machine with pedal

1175 Box containing various locomotive themed 
books

1176 Vintage glass cased scientific laboratory scales

1177 Box containing various picture frames

1178 Box containing various Earthenware pots and 
others

1179 Box containing qty of clear tape

1180 Tub containing various air frying liners, both 
tape up and silicone

1181 Tub containing various air frying liners, both 
tape up and silicone

1182 3 various dog cooling mats

1183 Box containing various vinyl LP's of 
predominantly classical music

1184 Box containing various stamp albums

1185 Box containing various vintage car radios and 
various vintage instruction manuals

1186 Box containing 2 Gazillion bubble rush 
machines and bottles of bubble fluid

1187 Box containing various photo art cards from film, 
TV and Westerns, etc

1188 +VAT Boxed king size duvet in beige

1189 +VAT Brentfords weighted blankets (6kg, 125 x 
180cm) in blush pink in bag

1190 Box containing a qty of various Dura Gadget 
carry cases

1191 3 boxes containing various DVDs

1192 Box containing a qty of Dual draft guards

1193 6 boxes of various 'bric a brac' to include 
wooden bottle holders, various china and 
porcelainware, jugs, vases, mantle clocks, 
wooden figure, bathroom accessories etc

1194 Box containing a qty of Ipswich football 
programmes

1195 Crate containing a selection of vintage 
collectible milk bottles to include cornflakes, Kit 
Kat, Cadburys drinking chocolate, PG Tips, etc

1196 +VAT Bag containing approx. 12.5kg of air 
hardening clay

1197 2 shelves comprising various black Wedgewood 
items

1198 Table top of various pictures to include vintage 
style photographs of St Neots and surrounding 
areas

1199 Tray containing various children's DVDs

1200 4 boxes containing various vinyls, 7" singles to 
include classical, The Carpenters, The Prodigy 
etc.

1201 Box containing various books to include Sinclair 
Lewis, Philip Gibbs, William Kimber etc.

1202 2 boxes containing various chinaware, large 
bowls, commemorative Royal plates etc.

1203 2 shallow trays containing various glass, 
porcelain and chinaware to include Royal 
Worcester, Ainsley etc.

1204 Stack of various England decorative magnets for 
cars

1205 Bag containing Bob Marley keyrings and Liam 
Gallagher coasters

1206 Box containing a quantity of cassettes to include 
Elvis Presley, Dolly Parton etc.
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1207 Box containing a quantity of motorsport 
magazines predominantly from 1960s-70s

1208 Clear tray containing a quantity of personalised 
bunting

1209 Box containing a quantity of gold decorative half 
pomegranates

1210 Large quantity of boxed Tesco bound paper 
photo albums

1211 Vintage Subbuteo football game

1212 Team Cosworth Scalextric set

1213 Box containing various kitchenalia to include 
pasta machine etc.

1214 2 crates containing various vintage style bottles 
to include Giller & Son, Saffron Walden, Ely 
Brewing Co. etc.

1215 Box containing various vintage lamps etc.

1216 Small stack of various games to include Lord of 
the Ring Adventure Game, Desert Steel, Lock 
Stock and 2 Smoking Barrels limited edition set, 
Star Wars 3D puzzle etc.

1217 Box containing various Lego cars, motorbikes 
and other pieces

1218 2 boxes containing Denby dinnerware

1219 Bathroom cabinet mirror

1220 Black crate containing large collection of 
classical and Broadway piano and pianoforte 
sheet music

1221 Box containing a quantity of vinyl LPs to include 
The Specials, The Who, Rolling Stones, Def 
Leppard, John Lennon, Iron Maiden, Madness 
etc.

1222 4 tabletop hockey games

1223 4 tabletop hockey games

1224 4 tabletop hockey games

1225 Box containing various kitchenalia to include 
Tesco slow cooker, Pyrex cast iron casserole 
dish etc.

1226 Crate containing various miniature railway 
furniture, controllers, books, etc. plus 
Southdown Limited Edition gift set containing 2 
buses

1227 2 crates of CDs and 1 crate of books

1228 Box containing a quantity of Kingfisher kites, 
together with a Playschool height chart

1229 4 various brass coloured standard lamps

1230 Quantity of collectable plates to include Royal 
Doulton Shakespeare Editions, Royal Doulton 
Historic England, Plymouth Hoe etc.

1231 Cased Japan triple hardened steel knife set

1232 Cased Japan triple hardened steel knife set

1233 Damascus style knife set in case

1234 Damascus style knife set in case

1235 Cage containing collectible toy cars incl. Corgi 
Wheels, Classix, Urban Rider, etc.

1236 2 packs of 50 child resistant lighters

1237 +VAT Cage containing SebaMed face and body 
wash, Aptamil formula, lens wipes, etc.

1238 +VAT Cage containing bags of crispy onions

1239 +VAT Cage containing collectible cards to 
include Premier League, Pokemon loose cards, 
Poke Ball tins (opened) etc.

1240 Cage containing various glassware to include 
Gozo glass, Bond Wape etc.

1241 Orange carry case containing various collectible 
diecast cars to include Husky, Lesney, Corgi etc.

1242 Cage containing The Botanic Garden 
Portmeirion set incl. serving tray, bowl, etc.

1243 Cage containing a quantity battle style figurines

1244 Cage containing various collectible cars by 
Dinky, Corgi, Matchbox etc.

1245 +VAT Morphy Richards Accent knives, together 
with 2 loose kitchen knives

1246 Cage containing perfume miniatures and bottles 
to include Diesel, Beckham, Ted Baker, 
Elizabeth Arden (nb. have been used)

1247 Various collectible toys to include Matel He Man 
Rotor vehicle, Kenner Star Wars Snow Speeder, 
large Action Man Pursuit Craft etc

1248 Cage containing various model cars to include 
promotional models, Prestige, Dinky and others

1249 Vintage Sputnik camera with leather case

1250 Large vase and bowl with decorative floral 
design, together with various oriental style 
plates and royal themed coronation mugs

1251 Mexico Olympics 1968 poster

1252 +VAT Samsung 55" 4K smart TV 
(UE55CU7100K)

1253 +VAT Philips 55" 4K smart TV (55PU58808) 
with stand and remote

1254 +VAT Toshiba 43" smart TV (43U6863DB) with 
stand and remote
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1255 +VAT Toshiba 43" smart TV (43UL5A63DB) with 
stand and remote

1256 Technika TV with stand, remote and NOW TV 
stick

1257 +VAT TCL 55" 4K smart TV (55C815K) with 
remote, no stand

1258 +VAT TCL 43" 4K smart TV (43P615K) with 
remote, no stand

1259 Panasonic 32" TV with stand and remote

1260 Samsung 55" 4K smart TV (UE55RU7100K) 
with stand and remote (damage to screen)

1261 +VAT Samsung soundbar with wireless sub (no 
PSU)

1262 +VAT LG monitor 27"

1263 +VAT MSI Pro 24" monitor

1264 +VAT Sony headphone (WH-CH720N)

1265 +VAT Best View digital baby monitor with Baby 
Sense dual camera monitor

1266 +VAT Bose SoundLink Mini special edition 
bluetooth speaker

1267 +VAT `Dyno label printer

1268 +VAT Huawei Watch Fit 2, Midnight Black, 
Midnight Black Silicone Strap, boxed with 
charging cable, model YDA-B09S

1269 Sony DVD player with remote

1270 Box containing approx. 18 Skullcandy 
headphones

1271 5 iPad starter kits, together with an iPad 
keyboard case

1272 +VAT Voksun briefcase style turntable

1273 2 Harman Kardon bluetooth speakers (1 with 
broken leg)

1274 +VAT Asus Tuf gaming motherboard (B560-
+wifi)

1275 Box containing Rojas watches

1276 Aiwa automatic turntable (PX-ED9)

1277 +VAT 2 power transformers (240V - 110V)

1278 Kenwood automatic turntable (P-24)

1279 Dell Latitude laptop, i3, 8GB RAM, 120GB SSD

1280 Fujitsu Life Book, i3 processor, 4GB RAM, 
120GB SSD

1281 Dell Latitude laptop, i5 processor, 4GB RAM, 
120GB SSD

1282 Dell Latitude Celitron, 4GB RAM, 60GB SSD

1283 Dell Latitude laptop, i3 processor, 4GB RAM, 
240GB SSD

1284 +VAT Sony turntable system (PS-LX310BT)

1285 Mondeer body fat smart scale

1286 Konig case containing various photography and 
lighting equipment to include spotlights, 
backdrops in various colours and pop up light 
box

1287 +VAT Scalix counting scale with Peril digital 
counting scale

1288 +VAT Disney 'Mickey & Goofy' Holiday 
Nutcracker with lights and music

1289 +VAT Mercusys whole home mesh wifi sytem

1290 +VAT Lloydtron DAB FM portable radio

1291 +VAT Devilo Magic 2 Wifi wifi extender kit

1292 +VAT Box containing mobile phone cases and 
accessories

1293 +VAT 2 Pulse horn style spekaers

1294 +VAT Box containing large quantity of 150 x 
6mm elastic bands

1295 +VAT Bag containing various ceiling speakers 
incl. Pulse, etc.

1296 +VAT 4 Gravity speaker pole systems with 2 
Ibiza tube lighting sets

1297 +VAT 5 bags containing Pro Signal USB cabling

1298 +VAT Bag containing various head torches and 
handheld torches

1299 +VAT Bag containing various head torches and 
handheld torches

1300 +VAT Box containing various loud and ceiling 
speakers by Penton

1301 +VAT 10 mens jackets/coats by 32 degrees heat 
or kirkland

1302 +VAT 10 mens or womens jackets or body 
warmers by 32 degrees heat, weatherproof ect.

1303 +VAT Approx. 20 items of mens and womens 
clothing to include trousers, joggers, jeans ect.

1304 +VAT Approx. 20 items of mens and womens 
clothing to include trousers, leggings ect.

1305 +VAT Approx. 20 items of mens and womens 
clothing to include t-shirts, jumpers, cardigans 
ect.

1306 +VAT Approx. 20 items of branded clothing to 
include Jack Wills, Replay, Champion, Ted 
Baker ect.
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1307 +VAT Mixed bag of ladies loungewear/pyjama 
sets, mens Tommy Bahama bath robe, disney 
lounge suit ect.

1308 +VAT Mixed bag of ladies loungewear/pyjama 
sets

1309 +VAT Mixed bag of ladies loungewear/pyjama 
sets

1310 +VAT Mixed bag of ladies loungewear/pyjama 
sets by DKNY or Calvin Klein

1311 +VAT Mixed bag of ladies loungewear/pyjama 
sets by DKNY or Calvin Klein

1312 +VAT 2 DKNY bath robes together with 7 Disney 
adults one piece lounge suits

1313 +VAT Mixed bag of mens loungewear/pyjama 
sets by Tommy Bahama, Eddie Baver, Jachs 
NY ect

1314 +VAT 7 ladies coats, cardigans or fleeces by 
Nautica, 32 degree heat, Max & Mia ect.

1315 +VAT 6 mens gilet body warmers by 32 degrees 
heat

1316 +VAT 6 mens gilet body warmers or jackets by 
32 degrees heat

1317 +VAT 6 mens gilet body warmers by 32 degrees 
heat

1318 +VAT Approx. 15 items of branded sportswear 
to include Champion, Under Armour

1319 +VAT Approx. 20 ladies kirkland jumpers

1320 +VAT Approx. 20 items of mens clothing to 
include trousers, t-shirts, jumpers ect.

1321 +VAT Mixed bag of mens loungewear/pyjama 
sets by Tommy Bahama

1322 +VAT Approx. 25 ladies blouse tops by Hilary 
Radley

1323 +VAT Approx. 20 items of ladies clothing to 
include jeans, jumpers, leggings ect

1324 +VAT Approx. 22 pairs of ladies leggings by 
Orvis

1325 +VAT Approx. 15 ladies fleece crew neck 
swearshirts by Mondetta

1326 +VAT Approx. 20 items of mens clothing to 
include trousers, jumpers, shirts ect.

1327 +VAT Approx. 15 items pairs of joggers by Jack 
Wills or Puma

1328 +VAT Approx. 20 items of ladies clothing to 
include jumpers and trousers by Andrew Marc

1329 +VAT Approx. 12 ladies ultra light down jackets 
by 32 degrees heat

1330 +VAT Approx. 20 items of ladies clothing to 
include joggers, jumpers and jackets by Jack 
Wills, Mondetta, Andrew Marc ect.

1331 +VAT 6 Disney adults one piece loungesuits

1332 +VAT 6 Disney adults one piece loungesuits

1333 +VAT Mixed bag of ladies sports bras to include 
Lole, Puma, Carole Hochman

1334 +VAT Mixed bag of mens and womens 
underwear, socks, gloves and belts

1335 +VAT Mixed bag of ladies loungewear/pyjama 
sets

1336 +VAT Approx. 10 ladies button up fleece jackets 
by Jachs Girlfriend

1337 +VAT Approx. 10 ladies button up fleece jackets 
by Jachs Girlfriend

1338 +VAT Approx. 10 ladies button up fleece jackets 
by Jachs Girlfriend

1339 +VAT Approx. 30 ladies blouse tops by Hilary 
Radley

1340 +VAT Approx. 30 ladies blouse tops by Hilary 
Radley

1341 +VAT Approx. 30 ladies blouse tops by Hilary 
Radley

1342 +VAT Approx. 6 adults Disney one piece lounge 
suits

1343 +VAT Approx. 6 adults Disney one piece lounge 
suits

1344 +VAT Approx. 6 adults Disney one piece lounge 
suits

1345 +VAT Approx. 6 adults Disney one piece lounge 
suits

1346 +VAT Approx. 9 mens and womens jackets or 
body warmers

1347 +VAT Approx. 20 items of mens and womens 
clothing to include cardigans, skirts, t-shirts ect.

1348 Approx. 15 Pekkle 4 piece clothing sets

1349 Approx. 10 youth hooded fleece sleepers

1350 Approx. 5 youth hooded fleece sleepers together 
with a DKNY kids overhead robe

1351 Mixed bag of childrens clothing to include 
loungewear, pyjamas, hooded jumpers

1352 Mixed bag of childrens clothing to include Levi 
jeans, shorts, pyjamas, jumpers ect.

1353 Mixed bag of childrens clothing to include 
jumpers, jackets, loungewear, joggers ect.

1354 Approx. 15 kids Puma hooded jumpers
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1355 Approx. 15 kids Puma hooded jumpers

1356 +VAT 3 bathroom mats (2 grey, 1 green)

1357 +VAT Monkey themed chidrens sleeping bag

1358 +VAT Grey mat

1359 +VAT Monogram fully fitted heated mattress 
cover (single size 90.190cm)

1360 +VAT 2 hotel grand memory foam pillows

1361 +VAT 2 Sealy pillows

1362 +VAT 2 Sealy pillows

1363 +VAT 2 Dormeo octasense pillows

1364 +VAT 1 Dormeo octasense pillow together with 
1 snuggledown memory foam pillow

1365 +VAT 2 hotel grand pillows - one feather and 
down pillow, one cooling pillow

1366 +VAT Approx 20. Mens polo shirts by Gerry.

1367 +VAT Approx 20. Mens polo shirts by Gerry.

1368 +VAT Approx 20. Mens polo shirts by Gerry.

1369 +VAT Approx 20. Mens polo shirts by Gerry.

1370 +VAT Approx 20. Mens polo shirts by Gerry.

1371 +VAT Approx 20. Mens polo shirts by Gerry.

1372 +VAT Approx 11. Under Armour hoodies.

1373 +VAT Approx 10. Nike hoodies.

1374 +VAT Approx 10. Nike hoodies.

1375 +VAT Approx. 10 Under Armour zipped jackets 
& hoodies.

1376 +VAT Approx. 7 32 Degree Heat mens gilletes.

1377 +VAT Approx. 7 32 Degree Heat mens gilletes.

1378 +VAT Large quantity of mens socks by 
Weatherproof or Kirkland.

1379 +VAT Ladies DKNY coat with fur hood. Size: 
Medium.

1380 Approx. 10 childrens coats by 32 Degree Heat.

1381 Approx. 10 childrens coats by 32 Degree Heat.

1382 Approx. 10 childrens coats by 32 Degree Heat.

1383 +VAT Mixed bag of adults clothing to include t 
shirts, trousers, shorts, shoes etc.

1384 +VAT Large quantity of Dreamland, Brookstone 
& Berkshire heated throw plugs.

1385 Approx. 25 kids Puma hoodies.

1386 Approx. 25 kids Puma hoodies.

1387 Approx. 25 kids Puma hoodies.

1388 Approx. 25 kids Puma hoodies.

1389 Approx. 25 kids Puma hoodies.

1390 Bag of childrens of 4 piece pyjama sets by 
Kirkland.

1391 Bag of childrens of 4 piece pyjama sets by 
Kirkland.

1392 Bag of childrens of 4 piece pyjama sets by 
Kirkland.

1393 +VAT Approx. 20 pairs of womens trousers by 
Hilary Radley

1394 +VAT Approx. 20 pairs of womens trousers by 
Hilary Radley

1395 +VAT Approx. 20 pairs of womens trousers by 
Hilary Radley

1396 +VAT Approx. 20 pairs of womens trousers by 
Hilary Radley

1397 +VAT Approx. 20 items of womens clothing to 
include trousers by Hilary Radley & jumpers by 
Kirkland.

1398 +VAT Approx. 15 pairs of mens Weatherproof 
fleece lined trousers.

1399 +VAT 3 mens Tommy Bahama bath robes 
together with 2 ladies DKNY bath robes

1400 +VAT Approx. 5 mens and womens coats by 
Weatherproof, 32 Degree Heat & Kirkland

1401 +VAT Fashion Design handbag in green.

1402 +VAT Approx. 20 mens 32 Degree Heat crew 
neck t shirts.

1403 +VAT Approx. 40 womens Jezebel Velour 
Leggings.

1404 +VAT Approx. 40 womens Jezebel Velour 
Leggings.

1405 +VAT Approx. 40 womens Jezebel Velour 
Leggings.

1406 +VAT Approx. 40 womens Jezebel Velour 
Leggings.

1407 +VAT Approx. 40 womens Jezebel Velour 
Leggings.

1408 +VAT Approx. 40 womens Jezebel Velour 
Leggings.

1409 +VAT Approx. 40 womens Jezebel Velour 
Leggings.

1410 +VAT Approx. 10 womens fleece jackets by 32 
Degree Heat.
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1411 +VAT Approx. 10 womens fleece jackets by 32 
Degree Heat.

1412 +VAT Approx. 8 womens coats by 32 Degree 
Heat.

1413 +VAT Approx. 20 mens Orvis 5 pocket pants.

1414 +VAT Approx. 20 pairs of mens Kirkland 5 
pocket pant trousers.

1415 +VAT Approx. 30 womens tuff active leggings 
with pockets.

1416 Approx. 15 Kids Puma hoodies.

1417 Approx. 15 Kids Puma hoodies.

1418 +VAT Approx. 20 womens Jack Wills open collar 
sweatshirts.

1419 +VAT Approx. 10 Womens zipped jackets.

1420 +VAT Approx. 10 Womens zipped jackets.

1421 +VAT Approx. 10 Womens zipped jackets.

1422 +VAT Approx. 10 Womens zipped jackets.

1423 +VAT Approx. 20 Mens 32 Degree Cool crew 
neck t shirts.

1424 +VAT Approx. 20 Mens 32 Degree Cool crew 
neck t shirts.

1425 +VAT Mixed bag of Mens 32 Degree Cool crew 
neck t shirts.

1426 Approx. 15 Kids Puma hoodies.

1427 Approx. 15 Kids Puma hoodies.

1428 Approx. 15 Kids coats by 32 Degree Heat.

1429 Approx. 10 Kids coats by 32 Degree Heat.

1430 Approx. 10 Kids coats by 32 Degree Heat.

1431 Approx. 10 Kids coats by 32 Degree Heat.

1432 Approx. 10 Kids coats by 32 Degree Heat.

1433 +VAT A quantity of womens sports bras by Lole.

1434 +VAT A quantity of womens sports bras by Lole.

1435 +VAT A quantity of womens sports bras by Lole.

1436 +VAT A quantity of womens sports bras by Lole.

1437 +VAT A quantity of womens sports bras by Lole.

1438 +VAT A quantity of womens sports bras by Lole.

1439 +VAT A quantity of womens sports bras by Lole.

1440 Approx. 10 kids coats by 32 Degrees Heat.

1441 Approx. 10 kids coats by 32 Degrees Heat.

1442 Approx. 10 kids coats by 32 Degrees Heat.

1443 Approx. 10 kids coats by 32 Degrees Heat.

1444 Approx. 10 kids coats by 32 Degrees Heat.

1445 Approx. 10 kids coats by 32 Degrees Heat.

1446 Approx. 10 kids coats by 32 Degrees Heat.

1447 Approx. 10 kids coats by 32 Degree Heat

1448 Approx. 10 kids coats by 32 Degree Heat

1449 Approx. 10 kids coats by 32 Degree Heat

1450 Approx. 10 kids coats by 32 Degree Heat

1451 Approx. 10 kids coats by 32 Degree Heat

1452 Approx. 10 kids coats by 32 Degree Heat

1453 Approx. 10 kids coats by 32 Degree Heat

1454 Approx. 10 kids coats by 32 Degree Heat

1455 Approx. 10 kids coats by 32 Degree Heat

1456 Approx. 10 kids coats by 32 Degree Heat

1457 +VAT Approx. 25 ladies Mondetta leggings or 
1/4 zip jumpers

1458 +VAT Approx. 25 womens Mondetta leggings.

1459 +VAT Approx. 20 womens Mondetta quarter zip 
jumpers.

1460 +VAT Approx. 20 womens Mondetta quarter zip 
jumpers.

1461 +VAT Approx. 20 womens Mondetta quarter zip 
jumpers.

1462 +VAT Approx. 20 womens Mondetta quarter zip 
jumpers.

1463 +VAT Approx. 20 womens Mondetta quarter zip 
jumpers.

1464 +VAT Approx. 20 womens Mondetta quarter zip 
jumpers.

1465 +VAT Approx. 20 items of men and womens 
clothing. To include loungewear, jumpers and 
trousers.

1466 +VAT 5 boxed pairs of ladies Totes isotoner 
pillow step slippers

1467 +VAT 5 boxed pairs of mens and womens 
slippers to include kirkland and dearfoams

1468 +VAT 2 boxed oairs of mens kirkland suede 
slippers together with 3 boxed pairs of ladies 
totes isotoner pillow step pillows

1469 +VAT Unboxed pair of ladies DKNY slip on 
trainers size 7

1470 +VAT Boxed pair of ladies DKNY slip on trainers 
in black size 4.5
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1471 +VAT Boxed pair of mens Puma runner trainers 
in black size 10

1472 +VAT Boxed pair of ladies Superga shoes in 
navy size 7

1473 +VAT Unboxed pair of mens Skechers memory 
foam trainers in grey size 11

1474 +VAT Boxed pair of Skechers classic fit memory 
foam trainers in black size 9

1475 +VAT Boxed pair of Skechers classic fit memory 
foam trainers in black size 12

1476 +VAT Boxed pair of Skechers classic fit memory 
foam trainers in black size 12

1477 +VAT Boxed pair of Skechers classic fit memory 
foam trainers in taupe size 8.5

1478 +VAT Boxed pair of Skechers classic fit memory 
foam trainers in taupe size 8.5

1479 +VAT Boxed pair of Skechers classic fit memory 
foam trainers in taupe size 9.5

1480 +VAT Boxed pair of Skechers classic fit memory 
foam trainers in taupe size 9.5

1481 +VAT Boxed pair of Skechers classic fit memory 
foam trainers in taupe size 9.5

1482 +VAT Boxed pair of Skechers classic fit memory 
foam trainers in taupe size 9.5

1483 +VAT Boxed pair of Skechers classic fit memory 
foam trainers in taupe size 9.5

1484 +VAT Boxed pair of Skechers classic fit memory 
foam trainers in taupe size 9.5

1485 +VAT Boxed pair of Skechers classic fit memory 
foam trainers in taupe size 9.5

1486 +VAT Boxed pair of Skechers classic fit memory 
foam trainers in taupe size 9.5

1487 +VAT Boxed pair of Skechers classic fit memory 
foam trainers in taupe size 9.5

1488 +VAT Boxed pair of Skechers classic fit memory 
foam trainers in taupe size 10

1489 +VAT Boxed pair of Skechers classic fit memory 
foam trainers in taupe size 10

1490 +VAT Boxed pair of Skechers classic fit memory 
foam trainers in taupe size 10

1491 +VAT Boxed pair of Skechers classic fit memory 
foam trainers in taupe size 12

1492 +VAT Boxed pair of Skechers classic fit memory 
foam trainers in taupe size 12

1493 +VAT Boxed pair of Skechers classic fit memory 
foam trainers in taupe size 12

1494 +VAT Boxed pair of Skechers classic fit memory 
foam trainers in taupe size 12

1495 Mixed bag of childrens footwear to include 2 
boxed pairs of boys Term footwear school shoes 
(size 1&3) 2 unboxed boys school shoes (size 
5&13) 1 unboxed girls school shoes (size 4) 1 
boxed kirkland boots (size4) 1 unboxed kirkland 
boots (size 1)

1496 +VAT Boxed pair of weatherproof ankle wellies 
in green size 7

1497 +VAT Boxed pair of weatherproof ankle wellies 
in green size 7

1498 +VAT Boxed pair of weatherproof ankle wellies 
in black size 6

1499 +VAT Tommy Hilfiger jumper in grey size S

1500 +VAT Ladies DKNY hooded coat in black size M

1501 Large pallet containing mixed baby and 
children's clothing

1502 Selection of H&M children's clothing

1503 Selection of baby accessories

1504 Selection of Shein children's clothing

1505 Selection of children's accessories

1506 Selection of children's sportswear

1507 Selection of branded children's clothing to 
include Blade & Rose, Petit Bateau, Frugi, The 
White Company, etc

1508 Selection of NEXT and Zara children's clothing

1509 Large pallet containing mixed baby and 
children's clothing

1510 Selection of NEXT children's clothing

1511 Selection of baby and children's accessories

1512 Selection of children's sportswear

1513 Selection of H&M children's clothing

1514 Selection of branded children's clothing to 
include Jojo Maman Bebe, Paul Smith, Boden, 
etc

1515 Selection of Zara children's clothing

1516 +VAT Pallet containing mixed ladies and men's 
clothing

1517 +VAT Coach New York dempsy tote bag in 
cream with dust bag

1518 +VAT Selection of Gym Shark and TA/LA 
sportswear

1519 +VAT Selection of sportswear to include Nike, 
Adidas, TA/LA, etc
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1520 +VAT Selection of various bags

1521 +VAT Selection of Zara & Sister Companies 
clothing

1522 +VAT Selection of Named Collective clothing

1523 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Represent, 
Thrudark and Disturbia

1524 +VAT Selection of Broken Planet clothing

1525 +VAT Selection of Sea Salt Cornwall clothing

1526 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Toast, 
Boden and NoBody's Child

1527 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Jaded, 
L.K. Bennet, Reiss, etc

1528 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Oh Polly, 
Sla the Label, Abercrombie & Fitch, etc

1529 +VAT Pallet containing mixed ladies and men's 
clothing

1530 +VAT Acne Studios kiss me t-shirt in white size 
small

1531 +VAT Selection of sportswear to include Gym 
Shark, Lulu Lemon, Nike, etc

1532 +VAT Selection of Shein clothing

1533 +VAT Selection of Zara & Sister Companies 
clothing

1534 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Moss, 
Carhartt, Passenger, etc

1535 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Boden, 
Ted Baker, NoBody's Child, etc

1536 +VAT Selection of designer accessories to 
include Nike, Ted Baker, Manscaped, etc

1537 +VAT Pallet containing mixed ladies and men's 
clothing

1538 +VAT Osprey lockton grainy hide backpack in 
black

1539 +VAT Belstaff lightweight quilted jacket in black 
size 42

1540 +VAT Mackage farren coat in black size small 
with garment bag

1541 +VAT Selection of sportswear to include Nike, 
Gym Shark, Gym King, etc

1542 +VAT Selection of mixed ladies and men's 
underwear

1543 +VAT Selection of Represent and Mercier 
clothing

1544 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Finisterre, 
Jack & Jones, Seekers, etc

1545 +VAT Selection of Boden and Lucy & Yak 
clothing

1546 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Kitri, 
Phase Eight, Sea Salt Cornwall, etc

1547 Handmade Shiraz rug (300 x 150cm)

1548 White chest of 3 drawers (top drawer with glass 
effect front)

1549 Framed print by Sego with a framed print by 
Monet

1550 Large unframed abstract canvas

1601 +VAT Box containing various audio visual 
cabling

1602 +VAT Bag containing electronics incl. TP-Link 
media converter, Pulse mini mic preamplifier

1603 +VAT Bag containing computer electronics incl. 
keyboards, mouse, web cams, etc.

1604 +VAT Box containing quantity of 3.5mm stereo/ 
headphone jack plugs

1605 +VAT Quantity of various size storage boxes

1606 +VAT Bag containing electronics incl. Cobra 
walkie talkies, Yoga condenser microphone, 
various smart watches by Canyon and others

1607 +VAT Bag containing various electronics incl. 
SSDs, hard drives, HDMI switches, night light 
projectors, super rod wireless inspection 
camera, etc.

1608 +VAT Bag containing various blank CD media 
with Groove retro personal CD player

1609 +VAT Bag containing electronics incl. BT 
answer phones, Draper endoscope, battery and 
chargers, HDMI extender kits, USB sticks, retro 
TV gaming machine, etc.

1610 +VAT Bag containing headphones and earbuds 
incl. Pro Signal, Canyon, Stag, etc.

1611 +VAT Bag containing headphones and earbuds 
incl. Pro Signal, Pulse, etc.

1612 +VAT Bag containing various electronics, books, 
playing cards, etc. incl. Guinness World Records 
2024, Bicycle playing cards, Belkin charging 
cables, etc.

1613 +VAT Razer Kraken multi-platform wired gaming 
headset

1614 +VAT OttLite desk lamp with AcuRite wall clock

1615 3 various childrens electric guitars, 1 pink, 1 
black with flame effect and 1 black with star 
effect
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1616 4 various childrens electric guitars; 1 Hannah 
Montanna, 2 black with built in speakers and 1 
red with built in speaker

1617 +VAT Under bay containing large quantity of TV 
wall and ceiling mounts with collection of 
musical stands incl. microphone stands, music 
sheet stands, etc.

1618 +VAT Tripod style TV stand

1619 White metal double bed frame

1620 Fleece upholstered storage bed frame

1621 White and grey wooden double bed frame with 
lift up storage

1622 +VAT 4 hard plastic storage cases (3 by 
Duratool)

1623 +VAT 2 black and silver hard shell flight cases 
by Elumen8

1624 +VAT 3 hard flight type cases

1625 +VAT 3 hard flight type cases

1626 2 drawer mirrored bedside cabinet

1627 2 boxes containing stationery folders, clear 
plastic wallets and photo gloss printer paper

1628 Box containing Mozart for Babies CDs

1629 Tooko play digger set

1630 Matchbox motorised motorway set in box

1631 +VAT Large pallet of various DVDs and Blue-ray 
films

1632 +VAT Large pallet of various DVDs and Blue-ray 
films

1633 +VAT Shelf containing various satellite dish 
antennas, TV aerials, amplified indoor aerial, 
etc.

1634 +VAT Delsey duffel bag in black

1635 +VAT Slumberdown Allergy Comfort 10.5 tog 
duvet (double)

1636 +VAT 1 white and 1 black electric blanket and 
pair of Warmies microwave booties

1637 +VAT 2 Elviros cervical neck pillows and Comfy 
Cozy memory foam pillow

1638 +VAT 2 flocked single air beds in boxes and 2 
bamboo pillows (60 x 40cm)

1639 Mixed bag of childrens youth hooded fleece 
sleepers.

1640 +VAT Quantity of children's clothes hangers

1641 Selection of NEXT children's clothing

1701 +VAT Le Creuset shallow frying pan (20cm.) in 
black, boxed

1702 +VAT Le Creuset enamelled cast iron pan in 
orange, boxed

1703 +VAT Le Creuset casserole dish in white, boxed

1704 +VAT Le Creuset kettle in orange, boxed

1705 +VAT Le Creuset lidded sauteuse pan (28cm) in 
black, boxed

1706 +VAT Le Creuset small casserole dish in green 
(nb. broken handle), together with Le Creuset 
toughened glass lid and 3 mugs (nb. chip to all 
3)

1707 +VAT Bag containing a selection of storage 
boxes

1708 +VAT Various office accessories to include filing 
trays, mini storage boes etc.

1709 +VAT Large plastic storage tub and 3 other clear 
plastic storage boxes

1710 +VAT Various plastic storage boxes and inner 
cupboardn bin

1711 +VAT Bag containing stationary to include note 
pads, scissors, pocket microscopes etc.

1712 +VAT Bag of knee braces, back supports etc.

1713 +VAT Bag of knee braces, back supports etc.

1714 +VAT Bag of knee braces, back supports etc.

1715 +VAT Bag containing various food storage 
boxes, jars, dispensers etc.

1716 +VAT Bag containing kitchen accessories to 
include compost caddy, oven tray, storage 
containers, oven timers etc.

1717 +VAT Bag containing kitchen accessories to 
include wok, oven tray, water filter jug, kitchen 
sink organiser, cake board and box, sink mat 
etc.

1718 +VAT Bag containing various kitchen 
accessories to include salt & pepper mill, Joseph 
Joseph caddy, Bialetti coffee maker etc.

1719 +VAT Bag containing various kitchen 
homewares to include water bottles, kitchen roll 
holders, honey pot, food containers etc.

1720 +VAT Bag containing various bathroom 
accessories to include soap/lotion dispensers, 
magnifying mirrors, shower curtain, bathroom 
bins etc.

1721 +VAT Bag containing various kitchen accesories 
to include loaf tins, thermometer, coffee 
machine cleaner, food containers etc.
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1722 +VAT Bag containing various diffusers, scented 
candles, sensory lights, magnetic door screens 
etc.

1723 +VAT Selection of craft items incl. mini porcelain 
mugs, casting mould stones, chalkboard easel, 
adjustable drawer organiser, etc.

1724 +VAT Outdoor lights, smart strip lights, solar 
string lights, camping lights, indoor aerial, 
outdoor vault, etc.

1725 +VAT Selection of comfort pillows and cushions 
incl. sensitive Visco pillow, Elvaros memory 
foam cervical pillow, gel comfort cushion, etc.

1726 +VAT Selection of toys incl. Bluey night light 
torch and sleep timer play set, 2 Henry Hoovers, 
Iron Man light up hand, etc.

1727 +VAT Craft items incl. unicorn 208 piece art set, 
Snazaroo face painting kit, Paint Pop paint 
sticks storage tube, clay beads spinner, etc.

1728 +VAT Selection of light bulbs incl. Philips, Paul 
Russells, Amazon Basics, strip lights, etc.

1729 +VAT Selection of office items incl. suspension 
files, A4 folders, desk tidies, A4 paper, etc.

1730 +VAT Selection of home landline phones incl. 
Gigaset, Panasonic, Belkin, BT, etc.

1731 +VAT Boxed Sage the Barista Express Impress 
coffee machine

1732 +VAT Unboxed De'Longhi Primadonna Soul 
coffee machine

1733 +VAT Unboxed De'Longhi Magnifica Evo coffee 
machine

1734 +VAT Boxed Nespresso Vertuo Pop Magimix 
coffee machine

1735 +VAT Boxed Nespresso Vertuo Pop Magimix 
coffee machine

1736 +VAT 2 boxed Melitta Cremio hot and cold milk 
frothers

1737 +VAT Boxed Kenwood Multi Pro compact food 
processor

1738 +VAT Boxed Instant Vortex Plus VersaZone air 
fryer

1739 +VAT Boxed Instant Pot multi use pressure 
cooker

1740 +VAT Boxed Gourmia digital air fryer

1741 +VAT Unboxed Sur la Table dual basket air fryer

1742 +VAT Unboxed Sur la Table dual basket air fryer

1743 +VAT 4 unboxed flasks and water bottles by 
Thermoflask and Zulu

1744 +VAT Boxed Stölzle Lausitz all purpose wine 
glasses (1 missing) with KitchenAid frying pan 
and Nordicware wok

1745 +VAT Boxed Slush Puppie maker

1746 +VAT Boxed Sabatier expanding dish rack with 
1 unboxed

1747 +VAT Boxed OXO glass salad spinner with 
boxed OXO mandoline slicer

1748 +VAT Boxed Aqua Optima Oria water filter jug 
(2.8L) with Aquaphor 2.8L water filter jug

1749 +VAT Boxed Zero Water household water 
filtration system with boxed Brita Aluna 2.4L 
water filter jug

1750 +VAT Boxed Brita Morella 2.4L water filter jug 
with boxed Brita Aluna 2.4L water filter jug

1751 +VAT Boxed Bar@drinkstuff 2 piece bar drink 
dispenser set with unboxed Rowlett

1752 2 pressure cookers by Tower and Prestige (both 
unboxed)

1753 +VAT 1 boxed and 1 unboxed WaterPik water 
flossers with unboxed Brita Aluna 2.4L water 
filter jug

1754 +VAT Boxed Kilner glass clip top drinks 
dispenser (8L) with 6 unboxed Signature 
Housewares microwaveable bowls

1755 +VAT Box containing kitchen related items incl. 
boxed Quest Nutri-Q turbo chopper with 1 
unboxed, Kitchen Perfected boxed coffee and 
spice grinder and unboxed Fine Elements 2 slice 
toaster

1756 +VAT Large quantity of paper plates with 
unboxed Coca-Cola mini cooler

1757 +VAT Boxed Staub cast iron cooking pan with 
unboxed metallic black bread bin with wooden 
lid and unboxed cafetiere

1758 Boxed Collection of Luigi Bornioli, Italy gold 
glitter effect plates

1759 +VAT Box of packaged glass food storage 
containers with large plastic container and 
unboxed pestle

1760 Boxed Nuovva 3 piece cast iron skillet with 
boxed Nuovva marble wok with glass lid

1761 Boxed containing BBQ related items incl. grill 
mats, skewers, BBQ stand, tongs, etc.

1762 +VAT Selection of bins and storage containers

1763 +VAT Boxed Amazon Basics 2 shelf multi 
purpose utility supply cart
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1764 +VAT American Tourister suitcase and cabin 
bag in black

1765 +VAT American Tourister in blue

1766 +VAT American Tourister suitcase in orange

1767 +VAT American Tourister suitcase in orange

1768 +VAT American Tourister suitcase in turquoise

1769 +VAT Swiss Military suitcase

1770 +VAT Epson Ecotank, model ET-2811, unboxed

1771 +VAT HP Laserjet printer, model M110we

1773 +VAT HP ENVY Inspire printer

1774 +VAT HP Deskjet printer, model 4120E

1775 +VAT Brother Multifunction Wireless Inkjet 
printer, model MFC-J4335DW

1776 +VAT Epson EcoTank printer, model ET2814, 
boxed, together with a Canon Pixma printer, 
unboxed

2001 Black aluminium 6 piece outdoor seating set 
comprising 2 seater sofa, 2 armchairs, glass top 
coffee table, square glass top dining table and 
parasol

2002 Grey aluminium 5 piece garden dining set 
comprising square glass top garden table with 4 
matching armchairs

2003 Wrought iron 3 piece garden bistro set 
comprising mosaic tile top table and 2 chairs

2004 +VAT Boxed Pro-Elec free standing patio heater

2005 +VAT Boxed Pro-Elec free standing patio heater

2006 +VAT Boxed Pro-Elec free standing patio heater

2007 Teak 2 wheel BBQ side table

2008 Pair of wooden garden armchairs with bamboo 
inserts

2009 Grey rattan 5 piece garden dining set comprising 
square glass top table and 4 armchairs with 
beige cushions

2010 +VAT Pro-Elec free standing patio heater

2011 +VAT 2 Pro-Elec wall mounted patio heaters

2012 Terracotta chimney pot with topper

2013 +VAT Large potted phoenix roebelenii palm

2014 +VAT Tower galvanised steel charcoal starter 
pan

2015 +VAT Boxed set of 2 plant jardinieres

2016 +VAT Boxed wall mounted patio heater

2017 +VAT Boxed wall mounted patio heater

2018 +VAT Boxed wall mounted patio heater

2019 Aluminium 8 piece outdoor garden dining set 
comprising rectangular glass top garden table, 6 
grey chairs and a small circular glass top side 
table

2020 4 brown rattan garden armchairs each with 
beige coloured cushions

2021 4 brown rattan garden armchairs each with 
beige coloured cushions

2022 Grey aluminium 8 piece garden dining set 
comprising rectangular glass top dining table, 6 
matching chairs with blue and white striped 
cushions, circular glass top side table and 2 
footstools

2023 +VAT Artificial cedar ball tree

2024 +VAT Boxed Bestway Palm Springs inflatable 
Lay-Z-Spa

2025 +VAT Bestway Palm Springs inflatable Lay-Z-
Spa with pump and cover

2026 Near pair of grey rattan garden armchairs

2027 Modern composite garden bench on black yew 
supports

2028 Square glass top garden table

2029 3 wooden folding garden chairs

2030 Weathered concrete garden sundial

2031 Wrought iron outdoor 3 piece bistro set 
comprising 2 armchairs and decorative circular 
top table with grape vine trim edging

2032 5 piece garden dining set comprising mosaic 
style circular top garden table with 4 armchairs

2033 Pair of modern wooden garden benches

2034 Pair of modern wooden garden benches

2035 5 blue mesh folding garden armchairs

2036 Outdoor 3 piece bistro set

2037 Set of 4 weathered metal stools

2038 Modern circular stone style outdoor coffee table

2039 Oak metal banded whiskey barrel

2040 Pair of teak reclining sun loungers

2041 +VAT Pair of grey rattan garden sun loungers

2042 +VAT Grey aluminium 7 piece outdoor dining set 
comprising rectangular stone effect top table 
with 6 matching chairs (incl. 2 swivel chairs)

2043 +VAT Set of 6 solar garden lanterns

2044 +VAT Set of 6 solar garden lanterns
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2045 +VAT Set of 6 solar garden lanterns

2046 +VAT Set of 6 solar garden lanterns

2047 +VAT Set of 6 solar garden lanterns

2048 +VAT Set of 6 solar garden lanterns

2049 +VAT Set of 6 solar garden lanterns

2050 +VAT Set of 6 solar garden lanterns

2051 +VAT Set of 6 solar garden lanterns

2052 +VAT Set of 6 solar garden lanterns

2053 +VAT Set of 6 solar garden lanterns

2054 +VAT Set of 6 solar garden lanterns

2055 +VAT Set of 6 solar garden lanterns

2056 +VAT Set of 6 solar garden lanterns

2057 +VAT Set of 6 solar garden lanterns

2058 +VAT Set of 6 solar garden lanterns

2059 +VAT Set of 6 solar garden lanterns

2060 +VAT Set of 6 solar garden lanterns

2061 +VAT Set of 6 solar garden lanterns

2062 +VAT Set of 6 solar garden lanterns

2063 +VAT Set of 6 solar garden lanterns

2064 +VAT Set of 6 solar garden lanterns

2065 +VAT Set of 6 solar garden lanterns

2066 +VAT Set of 6 solar garden lanterns

2067 +VAT Set of 6 solar garden lanterns

2068 Wooden slatted picnic style bench

2069 Wooden slatted picnic style bench

2070 Concrete pig

2071 Potted Bees Jubilee climbing clematis

2072 Potted Bees Jubilee climbing clematis

2073 Potted Bees Jubilee climbing clematis

2074 Potted The President climbing clematis

2075 Potted Boulevard Kitty on trellis

2076 Potted Nubia climbing clematis

2077 Potted Olympia clematis

2078 Potted Olympia clematis

2079 Tray containing 10 fuchsias

2080 Tray containing 10 fuchsias

2081 Tray containing 15 calibrachoa

2082 Tray containing 15 calibrachoa

2083 Tray containing 15 pots of mixed petunias

2084 Tray containing 15 pots of mixed petunias

2085 3 trays of mixed Calendulas

2086 2 trays of mixed Calendulas

2087 2 trays of mixed petunias

2088 2 trays of mixed petunias

2089 2 trays of mixed petunias

2090 2 trays of mixed petunias

2091 2 trays of mixed petunias

2092 4 trays of mixed lobelia

2093 3 trays of mixed lobelia

2094 3 trays of mixed lobelia

2095 3 trays of mixed busy lizzies

2096 2 trays of mixed busy lizzies

2097 Tray containing 8 pots of mixed non-stop 
begonias

2098 Tray containing 8 pots of mixed non-stop 
begonias

2099 Tray containing 8 pots of mixed non-stop 
begonias

2100 Tray containing 8 pots of mixed non-stop 
begonias

2101 Tray containing 8 pots of mixed non-stop 
begonias

2102 Tray containing 8 pots of mixed perennial plants 
incl. dianthus, alpine, campanula, etc.

2103 Tray containing 8 pots of mixed perennial plants 
incl. dianthus, alpine, campanula, etc.

2104 Tray containing 8 pots of mixed perennial plants 
incl. dianthus, alpine, campanula, etc.

2105 Tray containing 8 pots of mixed perennial plants 
incl. dianthus, alpine, campanula, etc.

2106 Tray containing 8 pots of mixed perennial plants 
incl. dianthus, alpine, campanula, etc.

2107 Tray containing 8 pots of mixed perennial plants 
incl. dianthus, alpine, campanula, etc.

2108 Tray containing 8 pots of ivy leaf geraniums

2109 Tray containing 8 pots of ivy leaf geraniums

2110 Tray containing 6 pots of Deep Rose non-stop 
begonias

2111 Tray containing 6 pots of Deep Rose non-stop 
begonias
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2112 Tray containing 6 pots of Deep Rose non-stop 
begonias

2113 Tray of mixed pansies

2114 Tray of mixed pansies

2115 Pair of pre planted hanging baskets

2116 Tray containing 8 pots of Illumination mixed 
begonias

2117 Tray containing 8 pots of Illumination mixed 
begonias

2118 Tray containing 8 pots of Illumination mixed 
begonias

2119 Tray containing 8 pots of Illumination mixed 
begonias

2120 Pair of potted fuchsia bushes in terracotta pots

2121 Pair of potted fuchsia bushes in terracotta pots

2122 Pair of potted fuchsia bushes in terracotta pots

2123 Pair of potted fuchsia bushes in terracotta pots

2124 Pair of potted fuchsia bushes

2125 Potted Piilu climbing clematis

2126 Potted Piilu climbing clematis

2127 Potted Nelly Moser climbing clematis

2128 Potted Multi Blue climbing clematis

2129 Potted Westerplatte climbing clematis

2130 Potted Multi Blue climbing clematis

2131 Pair of potted fuchsia bushes

2132 Tray containing 12 pots of acanthus

2133 Tray containing 8 pots of mixed Illumination 
begonias

2134 Potted walnut tree

2135 Potted walnut tree

2136 Potted walnut tree

2137 Potted walnut tree

2138 Pair of standard lavender planters of mixed 
plants

2139 Pair of pedestals of mixed plants

2140 Pair of pedestals of mixed plants

2141 Pair of pedestals of mixed plants

2142 Pair of patio tubs of mixed plants

2143 Potted ceanothus conche on trellis

2144 Potted ceanothus conche on trellis

2145 Potted Photinia Conche evergreen

2146 Potted Photinia Conche evergreen

2147 Potted Photinia Conche evergreen

2148 Potted Photinia Conche evergreen

2149 Potted Geisha Rose azalea

2150 Pair of potted trailing fuchsias

2151 Pair of potted trailing fuchsias

2152 Pair of potted trailing fuchsias

2153 Pair of potted trailing fuchsias

2154 Pair of potted trailing fuchsias

2155 Pair of potted trailing fuchsias

2156 Potted Libretto rhododendron

2157 Potted Libretto rhododendron

2158 Potted Libretto rhododendron

2159 Potted Libretto rhododendron

2160 Potted Never Forgotten hybrid tea rose

2161 Potted Felicia shrub rose

2162 Potted Constance Spry shrub/ climber rose

2163 Potted Special Anniversary hybrid tea rose

2164 Potted Ivory Romantica hybrid tea rose

2165 Potted Invincible Floribunda rose

2166 Potted Little Miss Figgy fig tree

2167 Potted Little Miss Figgy fig tree

2168 Williams pear fruit tree

2169 Red Devil apple fruit tree

2170 Red Devil apple fruit tree

2171 2 potted blackcurrant fruit bushes

2172 2 potted blackcurrant fruit bushes

2173 2 potted blackcurrant fruit bushes

2174 Pair of potted redcurrant fruit bushes

2175 Pair of potted redcurrant fruit bushes

2176 Pair of potted gooseberry fruit bushes

2177 Pair of potted gooseberry fruit bushes

2178 Pair of potted gooseberry fruit bushes

2179 Pair of tomato plant hanging baskets

2180 Pair of tomato plant hanging baskets

2181 Tray containing 10 pots of tomato plants
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2182 2 trays of courgette plants

2183 2 trays of courgette plants

2184 2 trays of Enorma runner beans

2185 2 trays of Enorma runner beans

2186 2 trays of Enorma runner beans

2187 2 mint plants

2188 Tray of Green Shaft peas

2189 4 trays of mixed salads incl. tomato plants 
(Cherry and Garden Pearl) and peppers

2190 Tray containing 12 tomato plants

2191 Tray containing 12 tomato plants

2192 Tray containing 12 tomato plants

2193 Tray containing 12 tomato plants

2194 Tray containing 12 tomato plants

2195 Tray containing 12 tomato plants

2196 Tray containing 12 tomato plants

2197 Tray containing 12 tomato plants

2198 Tray containing 15 pots of dwarf hybrid dahlias

2199 Tray containing 15 pots of dwarf hybrid dahlias

2200 Tray containing 15 pots of dwarf hybrid dahlias

2201 Tray containing 15 pots of mixed F1 Nicotiana

2202 Tray containing 15 pots of mixed F1 Nicotiana

2203 Tray containing borage

2204 4 trays of mixed perennials incl. bergamot, 
foxgloves, aquilegia and delphiniums

2205 4 trays of mixed perennials incl. morning glory, 
aquilegia and cornflower

2206 3 trays of French marigolds

2207 3 trays of white lobelia

2208 3 trays of white lobelia

2209 2 trays of Sweet Williams

2210 3 trays of blue lobelia

2211 3 trays of blue lobelia

2212 3 trays of French marigolds

2213 3 trays of French marigolds

2214 3 trays of French marigolds

2215 3 trays of French marigolds

2216 3 trays of French marigolds

2217 3 trays of French marigolds

2218 3 trays of mixed petunias

2219 3 trays of mixed petunias

2220 3 trays of mixed petunias

2221 2 trays of mixed petunias

2222 Tray containing 9 pots of Amore Heart and Soul 
petunias

2223 Tray containing 9 pots of Amore Heart and Soul 
petunias

2224 Tray containing 9 pots of Amore Heart and Soul 
petunias

2225 Tray containing 12 pots of Amore Heart and 
Soul petunias

2226 Pair of hanging baskets containing mixed plants

2227 Pair of hanging baskets containing mixed plants

2228 Tray containing 7 tomato plants

2229 4 150x30cm tomato plant support frames

2230 4 150x30cm tomato plant support frames

2231 4 150x30cm tomato plant support frames

2232 4 150x30cm tomato plant support frames

2233 4 150x30cm tomato plant support frames

2234 4 150x30cm tomato plant support frames

2235 4 150x30cm tomato plant support frames

2236 4 150x30cm tomato plant support frames

2237 4 150x30cm tomato plant support frames

2238 4 150x30cm tomato plant support frames

2239 4 150x30cm tomato plant support frames

2240 12 rustic style wall planters

2241 12 rustic style wall planters

2242 10 35cm (14") brown rattan effect hanging 
baskets

2243 6 Eden Bloom butterfly hanging spinners

2244 6 Eden Bloom butterfly hanging spinners

2245 6 Eden Bloom butterfly hanging spinners

2246 6 Eden Bloom butterfly hanging spinners

2247 5 Eden Bloom butterfly hanging spinners

2248 +VAT Large metal decorative garden cockerel

2249 +VAT 5 boxes of mixed LED outdoor lighting 
incl. solar fence post lights, outdoor lanterns, 
LED rope lights, etc.
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2250 +VAT Hozelock 40m wall mounted hose reel

2251 +VAT Hozelock 40m wall mounted hose reel

2252 +VAT Hozelock 40m wall mounted hose reel

2253 +VAT Hozelock 30m wall mounted hose reel

2254 +VAT Hozelock 2 wheel hose on trolley

2255 +VAT 240V electric propagator

2256 +VAT 240V electric propagator

2257 +VAT 240V electric propagator

2258 Boxed charcoal kettle BBQ

2259 +VAT Boxed set of 50 bowl warm white Festoon 
lights with boxed set of LED connectable warm 
white Festoon lights

2260 Wooden bird house with integrated camera

2261 +VAT Boxed professional weather station with 
wireless digital display

2262 +VAT Boxed professional weather station with 
wireless digital display

2263 +VAT Boxed professional weather station with 
wireless digital display

2264 +VAT 2 wall mounted postboxes

2265 4 stacks of various size black plastic garden 
pots

2266 Quantity of mixed garden tooling incl. pair of 
Yeoman loppers, tree pruner, gardening gloves, 
etc.

2267 +VAT Stanley Jr. kids wheelbarrow set

2268 +VAT Pro-Elec triple headed garden lantern

2269 +VAT Crate containing quantity of slug pellets

2270 Cat crate

2271 8 rustic garden Tedwards

2272 Provence beaded door curtain (180x90cm.)

2273 +VAT 2 boxes of various seasonal lighting

2274 Box containing Handy Handle clips

2275 2 30x1m roll of weed control fabric

2276 2 30x1m roll of weed control fabric

2277 Quantity of bird ornaments

2278 6 small wooden birdhouses

2279 +VAT Chicken egg incubator

2280 Box containing approx. 24 sets of modern 
reproduction cast iron gardeners keys

2281 2 boxes containing approx. 16 cast iron fork and 
handle hooks

2282 +VAT 2 boxed Evergreen solar LED lanterns

2283 +VAT Boxed Pro-Elec wall mounted patio heater

2284 Boxed set of 10m. outdoor LED festoon lights

2285 +VAT Boxed insect zapper

2286 Large quantity of various sized garden pots

2287 Large quantity of various sized garden pots

2288 2 bays of mixed gardening related items incl. 
weed control fabric, tomato plant support 
frames, seedling house, wall planters, etc.

2289 Quantity of mixed gardening related items incl. 
wire hanging baskets, hanging basket brackets, 
2 concrete figures and grow arch cover

2290 Crate containing various wire hanging baskets

2291 Approx. 60 galvanised mesh panels

2292 2 dog and puppy weathervanes

2293 3 Kent & Stowe lawn edge trimmers

2294 +VAT Light up decorative outdoor stag

2295 Decorative concrete figurine in the form of a lady

2296 Metal decorative chiminea

2297 Pair of metal trugs of mixed plants

2298 2 boxed 1.9m easy garden obelisks

2299 2 boxed 1.9m easy garden obelisks

2300 2 boxed 1.9m easy garden obelisks

2301 Flatpack wooden raised garden bed

2302 6 40cm wire hanging baskets with integrated 
coco liner

2303 6 40cm wire hanging baskets with integrated 
coco liner

2304 6 40cm wire hanging baskets with integrated 
coco liner

2305 6 40cm wire hanging baskets with integrated 
coco liner

2306 30m reinforced garden hose

2307 30m reinforced garden hose

2308 7 lengths of log border edging

2309 7 lengths of log border edging

2310 Box containing 20 lengths of 0.6x0.9m 
galvanised mesh panels
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2311 Pallet containing mixed garden related items 
incl. 2 concrete pig ornaments, various plants, 
pots, etc.

2312 Pallet containing mixed garden related items 
incl. pots, parasol stand, concrete squirrel, 
watering cans, etc.

2313 Pallet containing mixed garden related items 
incl. various style pots, watering can, wall 
mounted postbox, camping chairs, grow tunnel, 
etc.

2314 5 oak sleeper off-cuts

2315 Pallet containing various concrete style slabs

2316 +VAT Flatpack Keter shed

2321 +VAT Columbia black zip up jacket (size XL)

2322 +VAT 2 Columbia mens jumpers in beige and 
black (size L)

2323 +VAT Columbia full zip waterproof jacket in 
black and grey (size M) with Columbia 1/4 zip 
fleece in grey and orange (size M)

2324 +VAT Mens Columbia jumper in beige and black 
with Columbia fur style jacket in green (size L)

2325 +VAT Columbia waterproof coat in maroon (size 
M) with mens Columbia jumper in beige and 
black (size M)

2326 +VAT Columbia full zip waterproof jacket in 
black and grey (size M) with Columbia full zip 
fleece in black (size M)

2327 +VAT Mens Columbia jumper in beige and black 
with womens Columbia puffer jacket in brown 
(size S)

2328 +VAT Berghaus full zip fleece in blue and black 
(size XXL) with Columbia waterproof jacket in 
black (size XL)

2329 +VAT Berghaus full zip jacket in black (size L) 
with mens Columbia jumper in beige and black

2330 +VAT Berghaus full zip waterproof jacket in 
black (size L)

2331 +VAT Berghaus 2 in 1 waterproof jacket and 
fleece in black (size M)

2332 +VAT 3 Berghaus long sleeve t-shirts in white, 
black and blue

2333 +VAT Bag containing approx. 10 pairs of 
Berghaus trousers

2334 +VAT Bag containing approx. 10 pairs of 
Berghaus trousers

2335 +VAT Bag containing approx. 10 pairs of 
Berghaus trousers

2336 +VAT Bag containing approx. 10 pairs of 
Berghaus trousers

2337 +VAT Bag containing approx. 8 Mondetta 
fleeces

2338 +VAT Box containing 4 piece Kiku Nordic 
Collection socks

2339 +VAT Box containing 4 piece Kiku Nordic 
Collection socks

2340 +VAT Box containing 4 piece Kiku Nordic 
Collection socks

2341 +VAT Box containing 4 piece Kiku Nordic 
Collection socks

2342 +VAT Box containing 4 piece Kiku Nordic 
Collection socks

2343 +VAT Box containing 4 piece Kiku Nordic 
Collection socks

2344 +VAT Box containing 4 piece Kiku Nordic 
Collection socks

2345 +VAT Box containing 4 piece Kiku Nordic 
Collection socks

2346 +VAT Callaway 1/4 zip long sleeve top in black 
(size M) with Callaway full zip jacket in grey and 
black (size M)

2347 +VAT Callaway full zip jacket in grey and blue 
with Callaway polo shirt in navy (size L)

2348 +VAT Callaway full zip gilet in navy (size L) with 
Callaway 1/4 zip long sleeve top (size L)

2349 +VAT Callaway full zip gilet (size XXL) with 
Callaway 1/4 zip long sleeve top (size XXL)

2350 +VAT Spin exercise bike

2351 Pilates power gym

2352 +VAT 2 Max Health fitness boards

2353 Boxed Challenger K2 inflatable kayak

2354 2 boxes containing approx. 24 packs each of 
Weber fire lighter cubes

2355 2 various tents

2356 +VAT Sealy queen size electric air bed with 3 
Keep cool bags

2357 Box containing BBQ utensils with 2 boxes of 
BBQ skewers

2358 Quantity of mixed camping related items incl. 
sleeping bags, kettle, rotary line, etc.

2359 Quantity of various style sleds

2360 Garden sun lounger

2361 Cased collapsible camping table
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2362 Quantity of various style fishing related items 
incl. rods, rod holdalls, reels, etc.

2363 Boxed 2 burner camping stove

2364 Boxed childs wooden climbing triangle with 
Dunlop wall mounted basketball hoop

2365 +VAT Boxed Nerf 4 wheel pedal go kart

2366 Ladies vintage ProBike in green with basket on 
front

2367 Sea Sure folding commuting cycle in silver

2368 Apollo Phaze mountain bike in red and black

2369 Puch vintage racing style bike

2370 Tourist Professional town style bike in blue

2371 Carrera aluminium framed road bike

2372 Vintage Raleigh gents town bike with brooks 
style saddle

2373 Girls Odessa mountain bike in purple

2374 Giant mountain bike in blue and silver

2375 Boys Piranha Carbonite mountain bike in blue

2376 2 wheel scooter

2377 Childs push along trike

2378 Car mounted bike rack

2379 Car mounted bike rack

2381 Fridge freezer

2382 Bosch Maxx 6 washing machine

2383 Small white fridge freezer

2384 Small white fridge freezer

2385 +VAT Boxed Panasonic digital microwave oven 
in black (NN-ET8JBM)

2386 +VAT Unboxed Panasonic digital microwave 
oven in black (NN-ET8JBM)

2387 Black small drinks fridge

2388 +VAT Boxed Henry Micro vacuum cleaner

2389 +VAT Eufy robotic vacuum cleaner with dock 
and charger

2390 Ultenic robotic vacuum cleaner with dock and 
charger

2391 Ultenic robotic vacuum cleaner with dock and 
charger

2392 +VAT Dyson ball upright vacuum cleaner

2393 +VAT Dyson ball upright vacuum cleaner

2394 +VAT Dyson ball upright vacuum cleaner

2395 +VAT Shark corded lift away vacuum cleaner

2396 +VAT Bissell SpotClean ProHeat carpet and 
upholstery cleaner

2397 Gtech K9 cordless vacuum cleaner with battery 
(no charger)

2398 +VAT Dyson Jet hot and cool fan

2399 +VAT 6 18" floor fans

2400 +VAT Large quantity of mixed fans incl. pedestal 
fans and desk fans

2401 +VAT Large quantity of mixed style bins

2402 +VAT Boxed Eko sensor bin

2403 +VAT Boxed Black + Decker 3 tier electric towel 
warmer with Addis clothes drying rack

2404 +VAT Home Easy handheld steam iron with 
Karcher WV1 window vac, Home Flow personal 
heater, moisture absorber and 4 in 1 filter free 
top fill humidifier

2405 Box containing 12 canisters of alochol and hand 
sanitising wipes

2406 +VAT Beautura steam iron with 2 Brabantia 
metal ground laundry spikes

2407 +VAT Under bay containing mixed cleaning 
related items incl. Vileda mop, tissues, womens 
sanitary pads, Comfort laundry detergent, 
washing up bowls, etc.

2408 Tefal Pro Express electric steam iron

2409 Box containing La-Z-Boy office armchair parts

2410 +VAT Boxed X Rocker Pulsar RGB gaming desk 
with integral LED lighting

2411 +VAT Boxed X Rocker Pulsar RGB gaming desk 
with integral LED lighting

2412 +VAT Quantity of flat pack cardboard boxes with 
black metal lockable chests

2413 +VAT 5 various electric paper shredders

2414 Pallet containing blue carpet tiles

2415 Exhibition flyer stand

2416 Black metal 6 drawer filer together with cream 
metal 12 drawer filer

2417 Box containing large quantity of grey carpet tiles

2418 +VAT Boxed portable air conditioning unit

2419 White leatherette collapsible massage bed with 
carry case

2420 +VAT Grohe bathroom design set

2421 +VAT Boxed Tavistock LED bathroom mirror
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2422 +VAT Unboxed Reginox electronic hot water 
dispenser

2423 +VAT Quantity of mixed bathroom related items 
incl. Medokare easy fit shower stool, wall 
mounted paper dispenser, 2 toilet roll stands 
and LED ceiling light

2424 +VAT 3 Roper Rhodes secure fix toilet seats 
with 2 WaterPik hand shower and hoses

2425 +VAT Boxed Pro-Elec 40L electric dehumidifier 
(PELL0310)

2426 +VAT Boxed Pro-Elec 40L electric dehumidifier 
(PELL0310)

2427 +VAT Boxed Pro-Elec 40L electric dehumidifier 
(PELL0310)

2428 +VAT Boxed Pro-Elec 40L electric dehumidifier 
(PELL0310)

2429 +VAT Boxed Pro-Elec 40L electric dehumidifier 
(PELL0310)

2430 +VAT Boxed Pro-Elec 30L electric dehumidifier 
(PELL0309)

2431 +VAT Boxed Pro-Elec 30L electric dehumidifier 
(PELL0309)

2432 +VAT Unboxed Pro-Elec 30L electric 
dehumidifier (PELL0309)

2433 +VAT Unboxed Pro-Elec 30L electric 
dehumidifier (PELL0309)

2434 +VAT Unboxed Pro-Elec 30L electric 
dehumidifier (PELL0309)

2435 +VAT Unboxed Pro-Elec 30L electric 
dehumidifier (PELL0309)

2436 +VAT Unboxed Pro-Elec 30L electric 
dehumidifier (PELL0309)

2437 +VAT 2 Duux threesixty2 heaters in black

2438 +VAT 3 De'Longhi Dragon 4 Pro electric oil filled 
radiators

2439 +VAT 2 TCP smart oil filled radiators with 2 TCP 
smart wifi wall heaters

2440 +VAT 7 boxed Pro-Elec oil filled radiators

2441 +VAT 7 boxed Pro-Elec oil filled radiators

2442 +VAT 7 various sized oil filled radiators

2443 +VAT 7 various sized oil filled radiators

2444 +VAT 7 650W small Pro-Elec oil filled radiators

2445 +VAT Under bay containing various fan heaters

2446 +VAT Approx. 19 LED square panel lights

2447 +VAT 5 various LED baton lights

2448 3 boxes of various style LED down lights

2449 +VAT Boxed BG 6 way dual RCD metal 
consumer unit

2450 Box containing GreenBrook electrical 47mm 
switch and socket boxes

2451 +VAT Box containing large quantity of Pro-Elec 
3 gang switch, socket and back boxes

2452 +VAT 20 Pro-Elec LED emergency exit lights 
(PEL00584)

2453 +VAT 20 Pro-Elec LED emergency exit lights 
(PEL00584)

2454 +VAT 20 Pro-Elec LED emergency exit lights 
(PEL00584)

2455 +VAT 20 Pro-Elec LED emergency exit lights 
(PEL00584)

2456 +VAT 20 Pro-Elec LED emergency exit lights 
(PEL00584)

2457 +VAT 20 Pro-Elec LED emergency exit lights 
(PEL00584)

2458 +VAT 20 Pro-Elec LED emergency exit lights 
(PEL00584)

2459 +VAT 4 electrical consumer boxes (2 metal and 
2 plastic)

2460 +VAT 10 large LED flood lights (mixed brands)

2461 +VAT Box containing mixed style extension 
leads and outdoor weatherproof boxes

2462 +VAT Boxed Duratool DC regulated power 
supply

2463 +VAT Boxed Duratool desoldering station 
(D00672)

2464 +VAT Atten soldering station

2465 +VAT Grey aluminium tool case with 2 plastic 
screw organisers

2466 +VAT Desoldering station

2467 +VAT 2 boxed Keter shelving kits

2468 +VAT SIP 10" wood band saw with associated 
accessories

2469 +VAT Boxed SIP 10" wood band saw with 
associated accessories

2470 +VAT SIP Medusa T952 petrol powered 
generator

2471 +VAT SIP Medusa T952 petrol powered 
generator

2472 +VAT SIP Medusa T952 petrol powered 
generator

2473 +VAT 2 cased Duratool 240V hammer drills
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2474 +VAT 2 cased Iroda Solderpro 180K automatic 
ignition portable multifunction heat guns

2475 +VAT Cased Duratool 2 piece cordless drill set 
(1 impact driver, 1 screwdriver with 2 batteries 
and charger)

2476 +VAT 3 various LED work lights

2477 +VAT DeWalt TSTAK toolbox with Duratool zip 
up tool bag and 2 grey drill cases

2478 +VAT 4 5m smart LED strip lights

2479 +VAT Plastic 5 tier shelf

2480 +VAT 3 boxes of mixed items incl. adhesives, 
insulating healing wrap, electrical components, 
etc.

2481 Dimplex oil filled radiator with Dimplex electric 
convector heater

2482 +VAT Box containing approx. 320 Pro-Elec 
white extension sockets

2483 4 boxes containing approx. 80 chrome wall 
round shower arms

2484 +VAT 2 Yucel 12V batteries with Pro-Elec 12V 
battery

2485 Box containing Milestone 65cm combination 
chain locks

2486 2 Ferrex cordless multi functional tools

2487 Cordlesss Ferrex 18V drill with battery and 
charger with Ferrex cordless impact driver

2488 Draper 230V submersible water pump with hose

2489 Large wooden cased tap and die set

2490 5 various sized Amtech masonry drill bits

2491 +VAT Cased Duratool cordless impact driver 
with battery and charger plus Duratool 18V 
cordless jig saw

2492 +VAT Aluminium collapsible sack barrow with 
Duratool trolley frame (no wheels)

2493 +VAT Two 2 piece collapsible saw horse sets

2494 +VAT Two 2 piece collapsible saw horse sets

2495 +VAT Karcher WD2+ multi purpose vacuum 
cleaner

2496 +VAT 14kg tub of Sika fast fix all weather self 
setting paving jointing compound in deep grey 
with Sika clean grout set, 5L tub of Sandtex 
smooth masonry paint in country stone and 2.5L 
tub of blue grit

2497 +VAT 4 boxes containing 20 packs each of 
Flexovit 115mm sanding discs (80 grit)

2498 +VAT 4 boxes containing 20 packs each of 
Flexovit 115mm sanding discs (80 grit)

2499 +VAT 4 boxes containing 20 packs each of 
Flexovit 115mm sanding discs (80 grit)

2500 +VAT 4 boxes containing 20 packs each of 
Flexovit 115mm sanding discs (80 grit)

2501 +VAT 4 boxes containing 20 packs each of 
Flexovit 115mm sanding discs (80 grit)

2502 +VAT 4 boxes containing 20 packs each of 
Flexovit 115mm sanding discs (80 grit)

2503 +VAT Boxed Ozito 200mm (8") electric band 
saw

2504 +VAT Boxed pair of DeWalt Mason steel toe 
safety boots in tan (size 12)

2505 +VAT Boxed pair of DeWalt Mason steel toe 
safety boots in tan (size 12)

2506 +VAT Boxed pair of DeWalt Mason steel toe 
safety boots in tan (size 12)

2507 +VAT Boxed pair of DeWalt Mason steel toe 
safety boots in tan (size 12)

2508 +VAT Boxed pair of DeWalt Mason steel toe 
safety boots in tan (size 12)

2509 +VAT Boxed pair of DeWalt Mason steel toe 
safety boots in tan (size 11)

2510 +VAT Boxed pair of DeWalt Mason steel toe 
safety boots in tan (size 11)

2511 +VAT Boxed pair of DeWalt Mason steel toe 
safety boots in tan (size 8)

2512 +VAT Boxed pair of DeWalt Mason steel toe 
safety boots in brown (size 9)

2513 +VAT Boxed pair of DeWalt Mason steel toe 
safety boots in brown (size 9)

2514 +VAT Pair of DeWalt multi pocket holster work 
trousers in black (W38 L32)

2515 +VAT Pair of DeWalt multi pocket holster work 
trousers in black (W38 L32)

2516 +VAT 2 DeWalt 1/4 zip work fleeces, 1 in grey, 1 
in navy (sizes M and L)

2517 Crate containing mixed tooling incl. files, mixed 
size spanners, screwdrivers, etc.

2518 Tub containing U-shaped galvanized nails

2519 Crate containing mainly trailer accessories incl. 
clips, hitch ups, etc.

2520 +VAT Boxed Zorax motorcycle helmet (size XS) 
in black and silver

2521 +VAT Boxed set of 4 15" wheel covers in matte 
black with Ring analogue air compressor
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2522 +VAT Bag containing approx. 15 cans of Fischer 
general purpose hand foam

2523 +VAT Bag containing approx. 15 cans of Fischer 
general purpose hand foam

2524 +VAT Bag containing approx. 15 cans of Fischer 
general purpose hand foam

2525 +VAT Bag containing approx. 15 cans of Fischer 
general purpose hand foam

2526 Tub containing various size rope

2527 Pair of triple Milenco mobile home stabilisers

2528 +VAT Cased Iroda automatic ignition portable 
multi function heat gun with 4 Iroda Solderpro 
guns and Iroda Solderpro soldering iron pack

2529 +VAT Boxed Pro-Elec 8 way consumer unit with 
plastic electric D-box

2530 +VAT Boxed Duratool soldering and rework 
station (D00671)

2531 +VAT Boxed Duratool soldering and rework 
station (D00671)

2532 +VAT Boxed programmable DC power supply

2533 +VAT Boxed pair of Blackrock safety Dealer 
boots in brown (size 5)

2534 +VAT 2 boxed Einhell cordless drills

2535 Crate containing mixed electrical tooling incl. jig 
saw, sander, etc.

2536 +VAT Nilfisk Core 130 electric pressure washer 
with hose and lance

2537 +VAT Boxed flat pack bench and floor mounted 
pillar drill

2538 Large green tarpaulin

2539 Crate of various sized castors and wheels

2540 Crate of vintage paraffin flame guns, 2 vintage 
single barrel foot pumps and vintage hand pump

2541 +VAT Boxed Makita electric pressure washer

2542 McCulloch petrol strimmer body with Handy 
universal strimmer extension bar

2543 McCulloch petrol chainsaw

2544 Bauker cordless strimmer with battery and 
charger

2545 Flymo electric hover vac with Bosch electric 
chainsaw and Bosch electric hedge trimmer

2546 +VAT Hyundai pole saw

2547 +VAT Boxed Einhell petrol chainsaw (GC-
PC1335/11)

2548 +VAT Boxed Einhell petrol chainsaw (GC-
PC730/1)

2549 +VAT Boxed Black + Decker electric hedge 
trimmer with Bosch cordless leaf blower

2550 +VAT Black + Decker electric lawnmower

2551 +VAT Boxed Black + Decker 18V cordless 
Alligator lopper

2552 +VAT 5 Worx 20m robotic lawn mower - no entry 
feature magnetic strips

2553 2 orange flashing car lights

2554 Bundle of various mop bucket poles

2555 +VAT Boxed Tenma 5" IP camera tester

2556 +VAT Boxed Tenma 5" IP camera tester

2557 +VAT Boxed Tenma 5" IP camera tester

2558 +VAT 5 cased Hilka 6" large digital display 
vernier calipers

2559 +VAT Shelf containing boxed cable scan and 
finding wire tracker, 3 wire hype power 
detectors, night searcher rechargeable LED 
inspection lights, data and network cable tester 
and cased Iroda heat tool

2560 +VAT 4 digital multimeters

2561 +VAT 3 Einhell cordless drills (each with charger 
and battery)

2562 +VAT Boxed Yale 6 piece alarm kit

2563 +VAT Shelf containing large qty of mixed style 
interior lighting

2564 Boxed Nextbase 522 in car dash cam

2565 +VAT Prestigo Road Scanner in car dash cam

2566 +VAT Prestigo Road Scanner in car dash cam

2567 +VAT Boxed Streetwise 2.4" in car dash cam

2568 +VAT Arcan 2750kg professional floor jack, 
boxed

2569 2 boxes containing approx. 24 piece each of 
pink car seat neck cushions

2570 +VAT Boxed Einhell wet and dry vacuum 
cleaner

2571 2 boxes containing various door handles, locks 
and door fittings

2572 240v circular saw with mitre saw on stand

2573 2x50m roll of clear carpet protector

2574 +VAT Boxed Einhell electric drag cross cut mitre 
saw
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2575 +VAT 3 boxes containing mixed electrical 
lighting

2576 2 boxes containing 10 pieces of small back seat 
organisers

2577 Cased 2 piece mobile home stabilising set

2578 2 crates of mixed electricals switches and 
lighting

2579 +VAT Crate containing mixed electrical cabling

2580 +VAT Box containing mixed extension leads and 
sockets

2581 Power Performance 240V mitre saw

2582 +VAT Cased Duratool 18V cordless angle 
grinder with 2 Duratool 10.8V multifunctional 
tools and Duratool 240V delta sander

2583 +VAT Cased Duratool cordless drill with battery 
and charger with Duratool cordless hammer drill

2584 +VAT Cased Kielder cordless impact riveter with 
2 batteries and charger

2585 +VAT 4 cased LED folding rechargeable work 
lights

2586 6 wooden mutli system storage compartments

2587 Challenge Extreme 240V table saw

2588 Bosch PK5-46 electric circular saw

2589 +VAT Cased Duratool electric hammer drill with 
Duratool electric sander

2590 Cased Titan 240V hammer drill

2591 50x2m roll of blue debris netting

2592 2 large reels of electric cabling

2593 Bag containing various safety goggles

2594 +VAT Bag containing large qty of mainly Luceco 
lighting to include multi position security flood 
light, solar wall lights, smart floodlights, etc.

2595 3 crates of various fixtures and fixings incl. bolts, 
drawer runners, etc.

2596 +VAT 2 Duratool 2 piece saw horse sets

2597 +VAT 2 Duratool 2 piece saw horse sets

2598 Small quantity of vintage carpentry items incl. 
Woden carpenters hand plane with sharpening 
block and drill bits

2599 Metal expanding toolbox containing mixed 
tooling

2600 3 reels of channel cabling

2601 3 mixed branded oscillation multifunctional tools

2602 +VAT Boxed Yale electronic small safe

2603 +VAT Duratool hot air station (D03329)

2604 +VAT 6 reels of mixed cabling

2605 +VAT 4 large LED flood lights

2606 +VAT 7 packs of Isopropyl alcohol general 
purpose cleaner

2607 +VAT Boxed Duratool desoldering station 
(D03324)

2608 Box of welding electrodes

2609 +VAT Boxed Duratool 18V cordless jig saw with 
3 Duratool cordless multifunctional tools and 
Duratool cordless drill

2610 +VAT Boxed Lab 3 in 1 home Labo device

2611 Cased DeWalt hammer drill with 2 batteries and 
charger

2612 Cased Makita cordless drill with battery and 
charger

2613 +VAT 2 Duatool temperature controlled 
soldering stations with cased Iroda soldering 
heat tool

2614 +VAT Boxed Karcher WD2+ multi purpose 
vacuum cleaner

2615 +VAT Boxed Stanley wooden moving dolly

2616 +VAT Duratool electric angle grinder

2617 +VAT 5 boxes of mixed electrical and various 
other items incl. Imou security camera, Duratool 
infrared thermometers, LED lighting, down 
lights, etc.

2618 +VAT 5 boxes of mixed items incl. Stanley 
paintbrushes, timers, security lights, electrical 
components, etc.

2619 7 5.25kg tubs of Ultipro powdered mortar 
plasticiser

2620 7 5.25kg tubs of Ultipro powdered mortar 
plasticiser

2621 +VAT Champion 2600PSI 2 wheeled petrol 
pressure washer with hose and lance

2622 +VAT Boxed Evolution petrol wacker plate

2623 +VAT Flat pack TRGREN electric log saw

2624 +VAT Flat pack TRGREN electric log saw 
(boxed)

2625 +VAT Boxed SIP Tempest petrol powered 
pressure washer

2626 Karcher professional 110v pressure washer, no 
lance or hose

2627 +VAT DeWalt 18V cordless lawnmower
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2628 +VAT Boxed Evolution 250mm (10") TCT multi 
purpose table saw

2629 +VAT Boxed Black + Decker 12L air compressor

2630 +VAT Boxed Black + Decker 12L air compressor

2631 +VAT Boxed Stanley Silent air compressor

2632 +VAT Boxed V-TUF vacuum cleaner

2633 Large metal framed single drawer work bench

2634 +VAT Olympia 9kw industrial heater

2635 +VAT 2 Olympia 3kw industrial heaters

2636 +VAT Werner aluminium step ladder

2637 Hayter Power Trim petrol strimmer

2638 +VAT Numatic commercial floor scrubber

2639 Large quantity of plastic storage boxes

2640 6 various size wheels

2641 Large quantity of various size tyres, tubes and a 
wheel

2642 2 wheels and a tyre

2643 240V electric twin angle grinder on bench

2644 Large bundle of grey piping

2645 +VAT 5 boxes of mixed size window flashing

2646 Pallet containing large quantity of mixed wall 
hung radiators

2647 +VAT Pallet containing Pro-Elec electric 
convector heaters

2648 +VAT Pallet containing a large quantity of coving

2649 +VAT Pallet containing a large quantity of coving

2650 Pallet containing 12 boxes of white and black 
mosaic ceramic floor tiles

2651 Pallet containing commercial interior lighting

2652 Pair of metal car ramps

2653 Pair of roof bars for VW Polo

2654 Boxed van style awning

2655 Mobile home cover

2656 9 lengths of feather board timber

2657 9 lengths of feather board timber

2658 10 lengths of 2.4m 4x2 timber

2659 10 lengths of 2.4m 4x2 timber

2660 10 lengths of 2.4m 4x2 timber

2661 10 lengths of 2.4m 4x2 timber

2662 10 lengths of 1.5m 4x2 timber

2663 10 lengths of 1.5m 4x2 timber

2664 10 lengths of 1.5m 4x2 timber

2665 10 lengths of 1.5m 4x2 timber

2666 Large reel of blue hosing

2667 *Withdrawn*

2668 10 white work safety barriers

2669 10 red work safety barriers

2670 Wooden interior 10 glass panel door

2671 Quantity of wood

2672 +VAT 3 various style wall hung radiators

2673 +VAT Alusplash double sided splash back

2674 Quantity of mixed metalwares incl. 2 lengths of 
cast wall decorations with 'Private Road' sign 
and pair of decorative brackets

2675 Bundle of garden tools incl. rake, spade, hoe, 
etc. plus seed spreader

2676 Small bundle of garden tools incl. rake, 2 wheel 
push along scarifier, scythe and hoe

2677 Crate containing vintage horn, hand saw, 
lantern, etc.

2678 Mobility 3 wheeled walker with shopping bag 
and seat

2679 Walking aid and basket on wheels
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